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Manya Buchan, Elsevier

Anna Clements, University of St Andrews

Karen Clews, University of Birmingham

On the right path: how Pure has influenced our 
career development
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Where would we be without Pure?

• What our experiences have been 

• Tell us how “Pure” has influenced your own career path

• Questions and discussion
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From programmer to Assistant Director 

On the right path? How Pure has influenced our career development

Anna Clements | Assistant Director (Digital Research)
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ITS Library

SME Programmer

Project Manager

Higher Education Data Architect

OA/RDM

Assistant Director

Information
Enter once : 
reuse many

open
standards
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What we do

Work with researchers – all 

levels including post grads –

throughout the research life 

cycle

Plan

Do

PublishImpact

Discover
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What we do : support throughout research lifecycle

Plan Data management plans; costings in grant applications;  dealing with 

sensitive data; copyright advice

Research data

Open access

Copyright

Do Develop research software; build research websites; manage research 

data storage; digital humanities projects

Research computing

Research data

Digital humanities

Publish Open access and open data support, training and systems; copyright 

advice

Open access

Research data

Copyright

Impact Research information management, research evaluation e.g. 

bibliometrics, altmetrics, repository downloads;  REF and Researchfish

Research systems

Open access

Discover Publications, research data and digital special collections repositories Open access

Research data

Digital humanities
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Digital 

Research
Research

Computing
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From Planning to Product Management

On the right path? How Pure has influenced our career development

Manya Buchan | Pure Product Manager
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2010 BP : Before Pure

• RAE2008

- Joined Governance and Strategic Planning team in 2006

- In-house Data Repository already underway

o Worked with developers to define requirements, set priorities

- Written to answer one question

• Strategic Planning

• Looking ahead to REF2014

- Needed another solution

- Other UK HEIs feeling the same

- Procured Pure in 2010, implemented 2011
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Pure implementation

• Business lead for procurement and implementation of Pure @ UoE

• Reputational aspects

- Product selection

- Implementation

- Roll-out

- High profile

• Success at Edinburgh

- Timescales

- It worked!

- Helped to have REF as limiting scope
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REF in Pure

• Led UKUG in defining REF requirements

- Worked closely with Atira and the REF Working Group to define requirements, 

set priorities

• Successful REF submission 

• Success with Pure and expansion of research support and planning in 

GaSP led to promotion to Head of Research Policy & Planning Services
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Joining Pure team

• Approached by Elsevier in 2013

• Joined team in 2014

• Research assessment expertise

• Limited Product Management expertise

- Expanded wheelhouse

o Software development

o Beyond UK assessment expertise – Australia, the Netherlands, Denmark

o Other content

o ORCID

o Datasets

o Open Access

o … and more!
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From project management to Research 
Planning

On the right path? How Pure has influenced our career development

Karen Clews | Deputy Head of Research Planning
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• A health care assistant in a nursing home

• Call centre operative for Eon

• IT project manager

• The worst waitress in history

• Marketing and events co-ordinator

• Was almost a teacher

• Research strategy project manager

• And then, by chance, Pure project manager

A varied and interesting job history
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Project managing Pure

• Initially was only supposed to be the IT 

implementation

• Clear that the institution had not thought 

about the operational roll out and 

culture change side of things

• Started working closely with the 

business owner to think about 

operational implementation
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Research Information 

Managers didn’t exist a few 

years ago 

We’ve never needed this 

before, isn’t this what the 

system was supposed to 

do?
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Finding opportunities wherever they arise  

• Lack of resource planning

• No one taking ownership once the project 

was finished

• New skills and knowledge required

• Changing landscape
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• No one had done the work before, got to 
shape the role

• Involved with various teams across the 
institution – built up a strong and varied 
network

• Became the institutional Pure super user 
very quickly

• Branched out and took opportunities to pick 
up work around research information more 
widely 

Finding opportunities wherever they arise 
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• Bibliometrics

• Research data management

• Research systems management

• Research strategy/development 

• Research support 

• Research assessment (REF)

Where next?
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Project manager

Pure Manager

Research 
Information Manager

Deputy head of 
Research Planning

Next?

• Moving away from using Pure on a daily basis?

• Still retaining interest in research information 

management

• Leading REF processes and new research 

support projects

• Attempting to bring in new Pure super users to fill 

my shoes! 

Where next?
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Share your experiences

Ask us questions


